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Figure 1: We demonstrate that the hand-worn spherical camera can recognize multiple pieces of contextual information
around the body. (a) The prototype device consisting of a spherical camera attached to the right hand of a user. (b) A sample image taken from the sensor.

ABSTRACT

KEYWORDS

We propose a novel body-centered interaction system making use
of a spherical camera attached to a hand. Its broad and unique field
of view enables an all-in-one approach to sensing multiple pieces of
contextual information in hand-based spatial interactions: (i) hand
location on the body surface, (ii) hand posture, (iii) hand keypoints
in certain postures, and (iv) the near-hand environment. The proposed system makes use of a deep-learning approach to perform
hand location and posture recognition. The proposed system is
capable of achieving high hand location and posture recognition
accuracy, 85.0 % and 88.9 % respectively, after collecting sufficient
data and training. Our result and example demonstrations show
the potential of utilizing 360◦ cameras for vision-based sensing in
context-aware body-centered spatial interactions.

body-centered spatial interaction, hand interaction, spherical camera
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1

INTRODUCTION

Leveraging spatial context around the body has long been important
for realizing natural human-computer interaction. Body-centered
spatial interactions are considered to be intuitive, precise, and effortless based on our well-honed sense of self-movement and body
position called proprioception [6, 38, 48].
In particular, as hands are one of the most natural input modalities for humans, many studies have explored hand-based bodycentered interactions such as hand-gesture interfaces [63] and eyesfree proprioceptive interactions [34]. These studies have predominantly focused on sensing and utilizing two types of context for
the interactions: hand location and hand posture around the body
surface. A variety of methods for sensing these contexts have been
proposed. Recently, there has been a focus on wearable and mobile
devices to make hand-based interactions more ubiquitous.
For detecting hand position on the body (e.g., where the hand is
touching or tapping), it is common to leverage the physical characteristics of the human body. Examples of techniques used in such
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methods are bio-acoustic transmission [20, 29], electromyogram
[36], and infrared reflectance along with IMU data [50].
For detecting hand posture, vision-based wearable devices have
become the focus of many works due to recent advancements in
computer vision. For example, Opisthenar is a wrist-worn camera
used to classify the hand’s posture by seeing the back of the hand
[60]. CyclopsRing is a ring-style wearable fisheye camera device
that can distinguish the hand postures by analyzing the unique
view caused by different postures [8].
However, few works have proposed an approach to realizing both
hand location recognition and posture recognition simultaneously
[50]. Such a sensing module is desirable as it can enhance the handbased interaction by enabling the users to utilize both kinds of
context simultaneously. Moreover, it would offer an opportunity
to design and investigate novel body-centered spatial interactions
that use location-dependent hand postures as input.
It is conceivable that a module capable of sensing both location
and posture could be developed by blending previous studies (e.g.,
attaching infrared and IMU sensors to the fisheye wearable ring).
However, it is likely that a device merging existing solutions that
independently address touch location and hand posture recognition
would be cumbersome and suffer from degraded accuracy due to
sensor placement issues.
In this paper, we propose a novel all-in-one approach to sensing
both hand location and hand posture on the body. The primary
novelty of our wearable prototype is its use of a spherical camera
to capture information sufficient for recognizing both pieces of
contextual information simultaneously. Our method takes a datadriven approach with images captured from a spherical camera that
is attached to the back of the hand such that it does not interfere
with hand movements.
To show the system’s feasibility, we evaluate the system’s performance with physical experimentation. The proposed method is
shown to be capable of recognizing the location and posture of the
hand wearing the prototype with 85.0 % accuracy among 11 classes
and 88.9 % accuracy among 5 classes, respectively. Furthermore, we
show the system can additionally recognize the keypoints of the
other hand in specific postures and recognize the act of pointing at
objects in the environment. Our results and demonstrations of a
broad range of interactions that can be carried out with our proposed system provide insights into leveraging a spherical camera
as a novel vision sensor to capture the spatial context of the hand.

2

RELATED WORK

Our proposed system recognizes both hand location and posture
on the body and allows them to be used in body-centered spatial
interactions. Herein, we provide an overview of systems that make
use of hand location and posture information as well as the methods
used to detect such contextual information.

2.1

Hand Location Recognition

2.1.1 Local on-body interaction. Many efforts have been devoted
to identifying touch and tap events on the body surface. Some
examples include locating tap on arms [20, 32, 45], wrist [28, 29,
39, 62], fingers [40], fingertips [10], ears [33], and hands [18, 29, 49,
54, 57, 61, 62]. Harrison et al. coined the term “on-body interaction”
to conceptualize this line of research [19]. To realize such on-body
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interactions in a more pervasive manner, recent works have begun
focusing on developing clothing [24] and skin-worn sensors [58]
using conductive materials.
However, in the above works, the interaction space is often
constrained to be on or around specific body parts. Other researches
have been conducted to expand the sensing area to the entire body
to make greater use of proprioception and realize intuitive spatial
interactions. Our work is aligned with these studies, which we
discuss in the next section.
2.1.2 Global on-body interaction. Interactions making use of the
entire body surface have long been a topic of interest for developing
body-centered spatial interactions. One of the origins can be found
in Body Mnemonics [64], where it was envisaged that portable
devices would use the entire body space for retrieving information
to ease the cognitive load of device usage. A similar concept was
provided by Strachan et al. as well [51]. Based on these studies, Chen
et al. proposed the concept of body-centric interactions with mobile
devices [12]. They summarized the primary uses of body-centric
interactions as storing and retrieving digital objects, triggering
digital shortcuts, and controlling applications.
To realize these concepts, methods using portable consumer
electronics have been popularly proposed. Strachan et al. developed
a prototype of a music player that can be controlled by being placed
at different parts of the body based on its acceleration data [52].
Chen et al. presented a sensing solution using standard smartphone
hardware to achieve the interactions they proposed [13]. Chen and
Li also proposed a bootstrapping approach using accelerometers
embedded in smartphones for enhancing access to its functionality
through body tapping [11].
At the same time, some studies have been conducted on detecting touch locations in the entire body space without relying on
accelerometers in mobile devices. For example, Bossavit et al. proposed a menu selection technique called Body Menu that assigns
items to each body part [6]. To implement the system, they used a
Microsoft Kinect in the environment. Recently, Matthies proposed
a wearable device called Botential, which utilizes unique electric
signatures captured through EMG sensors [36]. TouchCam is a
finger-worn device consisting of an IMU, camera, and infrared sensors to estimate coarse touch locations (ear, shoulder, thigh, and
hand) as well as location-specific gestures (e.g., tap or swipe) [50].
These studies on global on-body interactions often consider a
rough division of the entire body. For example, BodySpace [52]
tracked if the device is around the ear or the waist while Botential [36] classified eight body parts. These divisions are supported
by a report by Chen et al. [11], which mentions that five is a reasonable number of body locations for tapping when taking into
consideration needs, acceptance, and memorability.
Although these studies have proposed methods for sensing the
locational context of interactions over the entire body, tracking the
hand posture is out of their scope. We, thus, aim to establish an
all-in-one approach to enable hand location recognition as well as
hand posture recognition simultaneously.

2.2

Hand Posture Recognition

The longest running approach to capturing precise 3D information
regarding hand shape is to make use of glove-like devices (often
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referred to as data gloves) [17, 26, 63]. Although the estimation accuracy of such data gloves is high enough to be used for developing
a broad range of interactions, wearing data glove often restricts
the user’s degrees-of-freedom and dulls the tactile sensitivity of
the fingers. However, it is often the case that precise 3D data is not
necessary for performing interactions with the hand. As a result,
methods have been proposed for detecting a set of hand postures to
trigger interactions without restricting hand motion or sensitivity
instead of tracking the 3D shape of hands.
One popular direction is the use of vision sensors. Based on
the ability to capture information in a large area, it has become
common to use vision sensors in the form of wearable devices to
achieve hand-based interactions. Such sensors have been mainly
attached to locations around the hand, such as fingers [8, 40] and
wrists [23, 25, 41, 42, 49, 56, 60], to obtain a desirable field of view
for seeing the hand shape without interfering with hand movement.
Nevertheless, these solutions are specifically designed for detecting
the hand posture and cannot be applicable for detecting the hand
location.
Some studies have proposed wearable vision sensors to capture
the entire body’s motion, often including hand postures, which
could feasibly acquire both hand location and posture simultaneously. For example, Shiratori et al. developed a motion capture
system using body-mounted cameras [47], and Chan et al. proposed a single-piece wearable motion-capture device [9]. Brainy
Hand is an ear-worn camera device [54] and ShoeSense is a system
of a shoe-mounted depth sensor [4]. Chiu et al. have proposed a
method where self-actuated reorientation is used to enable a vision
sensor placed on the chest to track the user’s hand [14]. Xu et al.
used a single cap-mounted fisheye camera for 3D human body pose
estimation [59] and Ahuja et al. integrated hemispherical mirrors
to VR headsets for the same purpose [2].
However, these studies suffer from impractical system arrangements and can fail to track hand movements when the hand is out
of the camera’s sight or is occluded, e.g., holding an object or touching hip, neck, and leg below a desk. In contrast, we attach a single
sensor to the hand directly so that we can realize a robust hand
location and posture recognition, supporting a variety of body postures. In the following section, we present a vision-based approach
using a hand-worn spherical camera that allows for simultaneous
hand location and posture recognition.

3 PROPOSED SYSTEM
3.1 Prototype Device
Our approach utilizes a 360◦ camera sensor in a new form of a handworn device to sense both hand location and posture simultaneously. We used an Insta360 Air1 for our prototype. It is a ball-shaped
camera, the weight and diameter of which is 26.5 g and 37.6 mm, respectively. This is one of the smallest off-the-shelf spherical cameras
and thus suitable for use in our proof-of-concept system.
We created the prototype device using a 3D-printed mounting
piece and a band for attaching it to the hand. Through exploratory
experimentation, we found that attaching the camera on the back
of the hand around the base of the index and middle fingers enabled
us to capture an unobstructed view of the hand’s fingers. We also
1 https://www.insta360.com/product/insta360-air
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Figure 2: The 11 potential hand locations. Locations were selected to be accessible using the right hand.
confirmed that the attached device does not interfere with the
finger and hand movements unless users place the back of their
hand down on a surface. Figure 1 (a) shows the final setup of our
device while Figure 1 (b) shows a sample image obtained from it as
an equirectangular image. The camera streams video at 30 fps in
3008 × 1504 resolution over USB2, with 2.5 W power consumption.
Note that the prototype can be worn to either hand. For the
remainder of the paper, we assume the device is worn on the right
hand for the sake of simplicity without loss of generality. We observed that the body appearance in images from the camera on
the left hand is a mirror image of that from the camera on the
right hand. This is understandable as the body shape is typically
symmetrical. Therefore, when a user wears the prototype to their
left hand, the recognition techniques described in the following
sections can be applied without much labor using a simple image
flipping process.

3.2

Hand Location Recognition

Hand location recognition was performed by learning how body
parts look when touched and classifying views during runtime. Our
assumption was that if the hand with the camera is placed onto
a body part between two joints, the way the joints look from the
camera’s perspective should remain constant over touch events.
Namely, images taken during touches would have unique geometric
shapes that are different between body parts but are similar regardless of users, postures, and backgrounds. We confirm the validity
of this hypothesis later in Section 4.3. In the following subsections,
we detail how the body was segmented into hand location divisions
and describe the model used to recognize hand locations.
3.2.1 Hand Location Divisions. In accordance with the division
scheme we mentioned in Section 2.1.2, we used a coarse division of
body parts as interaction regions. We chose to use 11 body parts in
our study so that many body parts can be employed as candidates
for users to choose for the interaction. The body division we used
is illustrated in Figure 2. We chose these body parts as they were
deemed easy for a user to touch with their right hand (on which
the spherical camera is attached).
3.2.2 Model. It has been recently shown that Convolutional Neural
Networks (CNN) can recognize scenes in equirectangular images
when they are trained with an adequate dataset [15]. Therefore,
we apply a data-driven approach to the hand location recognition
problem by training CNN models with our own dataset of near-body
equirectangular images.
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As a preprocessing step, the images were resized into 224×224 px
to reduce computation time and power consumption. This size was
chosen after we manually checked some of the resized images and
saw that the resolution would be adequate for classification.
We developed a neural network model based on a finetuning approach using a ResNet-50 architecture [21]. This network employs
CNN layers with a unique structure called a residual unit and has
proven to be successful for image classification. We added a single
fully-connected layer after the last pooling layer of the base layers.
The base layers were pre-trained on the public dataset, ImageNet
[16]. The output dimension of the final layer matched the number
of classes (i.e., 11). A softmax function was applied to the output
to ensure that the values corresponded to the probability that an
image belongs to each class. The model was trained to optimize the
cross-entropy loss function between the predicted values and their
true class labels. We used the Adam [27] optimizer with learning
rate coefficients for the base layers and the added last layer set to
1 × 10−5 and 1 × 10−3 respectively.
Note that the model is suitable for the real-time use. When running the inference of the model on a PC with a Geforce GTX 1080
GPU, it was able to perform hand location recognition with an
average frame rate of 12 fps.

3.3

Hand Posture Recognition

We initially attempted to use existing frameworks for visual hand
keypoints recognition like OpenPose [7] and MediaPipe [35]. However, unfortunately, our tests with these frameworks did not give
satisfactory results. This is likely due to the unique view of the hand
produced by our 360◦ camera mounted on the back of the hand.
Thus, we first applied a heuristic image processing technique and
then trained a neural network model to recognize hand posture.
3.3.1 Set of Hand Postures. Because the prototype is designed to
attach to the back of the hand, it is difficult to detect postures
formed by moving the wrist. Instead, we focus on the postures
formed by opening and closing the fingers. Figure 3 shows a list
of hand postures considered in this work in the left column. The
corresponding sensor image is shown in the middle column.
3.3.2 Model. After some experimentation, we found that the hand
was stable, both with respect to size and position within the camera’s field of view. Therefore, we expected that cropping the complete 360◦ image to a region of interest (ROI) surrounding the stable
hand position would result in enough information for hand posture
recognition. The right column of Figure 3 shows the cropped ROI.
The ROI was determined to be a minimum square area that
contains the entire hand when all fingers are extended. This square
area was determined by first extracting the user’s skin color range
from the fixed pixels, as described in [8]. The skin color range was
then used to segment the hand from the background. The bounding
square of the segmented hand was chosen to be the ROI.
The cropped images were then resized to 224 × 224 pixels and
used for training a CNN model. The reason why we used a datadriven approach after preprocessing instead of a heuristic approach
based on skin color is that the latter would likely fail when the hand
is placed on any part of the body with exposed skin. The structure of
the neural network and learning parameters were nearly identical to
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Name

Posture

Camera Image

Cropped Image

relax

thumb up

index up

pinky up

fist

Figure 3: The set of hand postures used with the prototype
and the corresponding complete 360◦ images and cropped
images using a predefined ROI.
those used for hand location recognition, and thus, the inference is
also performed fast enough for the real-time use. The only difference
between the two is that the dimension of the final layer was equal
to the number of hand postures (five) instead of the number of hand
location divisions (eleven).

4

EVALUATION

In this section, we describe the evaluation process conducted to
examine the feasibility and performance of the proposed system.
We first collected image data from participants wearing the device
touching various body regions in a variety of settings. Then, we
trained and tested the neural network model using the collected
data.

4.1

Data Collection

4.1.1 Environment and Participant. To robustly detect locations
and postures from different users, a large amount of training data
is required. Ideally, the model should be trained on data coming
from a diverse range of people with different clothes captured in
a variety of environments with varying backgrounds and lighting
conditions. However, the goal of this work is not to produce a general dataset, but to establish a novel sensing approach and examine
its feasibility. To keep data gathering to a reasonable level for this
purpose, we collected data in places around our university campus
during different times of day.
We collected data for hand location recognition from 10 participants aged from 22 to 54, of which 4 were female. In contrast,
we limited the number of participants for the hand posture recognition data set to 6, aged from 22 to 34, of which 4 were female.
A smaller data set was taken for hand posture recognition as we
expected that it would be easier than the hand location recognition
given the smaller number of classes and more distinctive images
for each class. The mean reported height of the participants was
167.3 (SD = 8.1) cm and 163.3 (SD = 8.4) cm for the hand location
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group and hand posture group, respectively. We observed that the
participants wore adequately different clothing, both with respect
to color and shape.
4.1.2 Collection Procedure. For each recording, the participant
was asked to attach the prototype to the right hand, as shown in
Figure 1 (a). The prototype was connected by cable to a laptop
computer that stored the recorded video data. The cable was long
enough for one of the authors to hold the laptop and accompany the
participant from a distance. This was necessary to allow for saving
the video stream data at a high frequency. During the actual data
collection, the person following the participant paid attention not
to get too large in the camera’s field of view. During a manual check
of the footage after the recording sessions, we saw that the footage
sometimes included the author. However, images containing the
author were not removed as their appearance in the footage could
be considered footage containing passers-by.
When collecting data for hand location recognition, we asked
the participants to place their right hand on each position shown in
Figure 2. Then, we asked them to move freely around the campus
and nearby places. No task was given to participants other than
maintaining the hand position and continuing moving while the
recording was in progress to guarantee data diversity. To cover a
variety of behaviors, we allowed them to sit down on a bench and
go up and down stairs. We observed that seven participants took
a rest on a bench or a chair and eight used stairs. For each hand
location, we recorded a video for approximately three minutes. Once
we finished recording with the hand at one body part, we asked
the participant to change it to another position. We iterated this
process until the total 11 data sets were collected for the individual.
The order of the body parts the participant was asked to touch
was randomized. Consequently, it took almost an hour for each
participant to complete the data collection.
We followed a similar procedure for collecting data for the hand
posture recognition. We asked the participants to form each posture shown in Figure 3 and to walk around while maintaining the
hand posture. To make the hand posture recognition robust against
changes in body posture, we also asked them to move the hand to
various locations, including those used in hand location recognition.
For each hand pose, we recorded a video for approximately three
minutes. It took almost half an hour for each participant to complete the data collection. We also recorded images with all fingers
extended for each participant to calculate the ROI for the hand
posture recognition, as we described in Section 3.3.2.
4.1.3 Usability Survey. After collecting data, we asked every participant informally about whether moving the hand with the prototype
was difficult or not. Their responses confirmed that the device did
not interfere with hand or finger movements unless they tried to
put the back of the hand on a surface, which is a case that did not
frequently happen during the data collection. We noted that two
participants reported that they felt the device’s heat after wearing it
for a long time. It was not hot enough to make them uncomfortable,
but we believe this will be an important factor to consider when
we develop the device further for practical applications.
4.1.4 Data Summary. After we collected the data, we randomly
extracted images from the video streams. To make sure the dataset
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clean for training, we manually inspected and removed images
where locations and postures were not captured correctly. Consequently, there were a total of 365,921 images used for training with
between 22,356 to 38,715 images for each of the 11 location classes.
Similarly, there were 117,741 images with between 18,243 to 26,347
images for each of the 5 posture classes.

4.2

Result

We followed the leave-one-out approach for cross-validation. Namely,
we excluded one participant’s data for testing and performed training and validation of the model on the remaining participants’ data.
It should be noted that, in both hand location and posture cases,
data acquired from three pilot testers who provided a large amount
of data were intentionally included in the training set (i.e., they
were never included in the test set). Then, data of each participant
in the training group was split into training and validation at a ratio
of 9:1. After splitting the data, we first trained a neural network
model with the training data up to 30 epochs. We then determined
the best model based on its performance on the validation data.
After that, we tested the selected model’s accuracy using the test
data. We repeated this process using all participants’ datasets, except the pilot testers’, as test data. We averaged the test results over
all participants to obtain the final location and posture recognition
accuracy, shown in Table 1.
The overall frame-by-frame accuracy was 85.0 % and 88.9 %,
respectively. From the result, we confirmed that the model can successfully identify the hand’s location on the body surface regardless
of the user.
We randomly chose and inspected some misclassified images
to investigate the causes of the misclassification. We found that
most errors occurred when the images were blurred due to the
hand movement. We speculate that these images can be detected
and excluded in preprocessing using a blur detection technique.
Also, it is expected that processing several consecutive frames and
averaging the results would contribute to improved performance
when the proposed system is launched for practical applications

4.3

Model Robustness

As we mentioned in Section 4.1.2, image data for hand location
recognition was collected when the participants were engaged in
various activities including sitting and going up and down stairs.
Based on the overall accuracy, it was implied that the hand location
model is robust to such activities. This supports our expectation
that unique perspectives would occur when the hand with the
spherical camera is placed on different parts of the body, which is
recognizable regardless of postures or backgrounds, as we discussed
in Section 3.2. Although further quantitative analysis is required
to reach a definitive conclusion, the result supports our initial aim
of using a spherical camera as a vision sensor to identify the hand
location.

5

ADDITIONAL FEATURES

The potential uses of a spherical camera that broadly captures the
view surrounding the hand are not limited to sensing the context
of the hand on which the device is attached. In this section, we
demonstrate further exploitation of the camera’s unique perspective
to realize other recognition techniques and applications. Shown in
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Table 1: Model recognition accuracy for hand location recognition and hand posture recognition.
Recognition Task
Hand Location
Hand Posture

Included Classes

Mean Accuracy

Lowest Recall

Highest Recall

head, ear (R), neck, chest, waist, upper arm (L),
forearm (L), shoulder (R), thigh (R), thigh (L),
hip

85.0 %

80.0 % / forearm (L)

93.2 % / waist

relax, thumb up, index up, pinky up, fist

88.9 %

83.2 % / fist

94.1 % / thumb up

a

b

Figure 4: Keypoints estimation of the hand without the device in certain postures. The area surrounding the camera
hand is painted black to avoid recognizing the hand with the
device. (a) Putting the hands in front. (b) Placing the hand
with the device onto the other arm and bending the wrist
back.
the following subsections are the spherical camera being used to
recognize keypoints of the hand without the camera, obtaining a
continuous-value input from stroking the forearm, and capturing
environmental context by recognizing the object being pointed to
by the index finger.

5.1

Keypoints of the Hand without the Device

We anticipated that the keypoints of the hand without the device
could be captured using existing frameworks in limited areas of
the equirectangular image. This is due to the opposing hand being
located away from the camera and some regions of the equirectangular image being less distorted when compared to the hand with
the device. As preprocessing before performing hand keypoints
estimation, the region for the hand with the device was covered
with a black mask so that the hand estimation algorithm would
not attempt to acquire keypoints on the hand wearing the device.
An illustration of this can be seen in Figure 4. Then, we used MediaPipe [35], one of the state-of-the-art hand estimation algorithms,
for detecting the hand keypoints in each image.
We tried different relative hand positions and found that two
body postures are suitable for capturing the target hand’s keypoints.
The first body posture is formed by placing both hands in front
of the body, similar to how one might put their hands on a desk,
Figure 4 (a). The second body posture is formed by placing the hand
with the device on the other forearm and bending the wrist such
that the camera can clearly capture the hand, Figure 4 (b). The left
figures in Figure 4 show the postures while the right figures show
the corresponding equirectangular image with the camera hand
blacked out and the keypoints highlighted.

Figure 5: The relationship between the stroking motion and
the target distance in the image.

5.2

Stroking the Forearm

By combining keypoints estimation of the hand without the device
and location recognition, it is also possible to recognize the action
of stroking the opposing forearm. During a stroking motion, the
distance between keypoints on the hand changes continuously as
if the hand is being scaled. If we stroke our hand from the elbow
to the wrist, the distances get longer as the camera approaches the
non-camera hand. This is illustrated in Figure 5. We were able to
achieve continuous-value input by leveraging this scaling effect.

5.3

Pointing with Index Finger

The relationship of the extended index finger to the camera remains
unchanged regardless of the body postures. As a result, the location
of the extended index finger’s fingertip does not change across
images captured using the camera. Therefore, when we recognize
that the hand is in the index up posture, we can capture the object
being pointed at by masking a predetermined set of pixels. This
feature enables us to create an interaction scenario where users can
use an object recognition technique to determine what object the
user is pointing at. We describe one such interaction in the next
section.

6

EXAMPLE USE CASES

So far, we have shown a wide variety of recognition techniques
with a hand-worn spherical camera. In this section, we show that
the proposed prototype can enable various human-computer interactions using the body as an interface. These interactions are
shown in Figure 6. We further demonstrate the interactions in a
supplemental video.

6.1

Spatial Interaction on the Body Surface

The prototype can enable the use of body space for interactions as
we described in Section 2.1.2. That is, we can use our body as an
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c

d

Figure 6: (a) Location detection can trigger corresponding apps. (b) The combination of hand location and posture can realize
information storage in a hierarchical manner. (c) Hand keypoints detection can enable a stroking action on the forearm to be
interpreted as a continuous input. (d) Object recognition can be triggered by pointing at it with the hand wearing the device.
interactive platform based on our proprioception for purposes such
as retrieving digital objects, being a user interface when wearing
head-mounted displays, and controlling applications. For example,
we can answer a phone call by placing the hand around the ear or
trigger a fitness app by touching the thigh (Figure 6 (a)). In addition
to tapping the body with our hand, tapping with mobile devices is
also possible if the smartphone is held in our hand.
Note that our current prototype detects the hand’s location on
the body, and not directly the touch event. Detecting touch can be
achieved in several ways. One is embedding a proximity sensor in
the palm side of the band that ties the sensor to the hand to detect
whether the palm is on the body or not. Another approach is to
utilize hand posture as a trigger for estimating the location and
performing an interaction. For example, the location-dependent
functions could be triggered by lifting the index finger. We took
the second approach for the demonstration, as the accuracy of the
hand posture recognition is high enough to be of practical use.
Since our prototype can simultaneously recognize both hand location and posture, we introduce a novel interaction that combines
the two. While existing interactions that utilize the space around
the body often mapped an independent function to a body part (e.g.,
a shortcut), our prototype can realize function mapping in a hierarchical way. Just as we can categorize apps on our smartphone’s
home screen, we can group multiple functions into one body part
and select one using a hand posture. For example, we can trigger
classical music when we place the hand with the device on the other
forearm and choose a composer by lifting the thumb, index finger,
or pinkie finger (Figure 6 (b)). We can also open a food delivery
app and choose a favorite food using the fingers when we place
the hand on the waist. We anticipate that this hierarchical information storage will allow users to more easily memorize the mapping
within their body. In particular, we envision a future interaction
where a user places the hand to a body part, sees corresponding
candidate apps through AR glasses, and selects a desired app using
the fingers.
Furthermore, as we described in Section 5.1 and Section 5.2, the
prototype can enable continuous input under certain postures. By
utilizing this feature, we can implement, for instance, an interaction
to control the volume of the music app by stroking the forearm
(Figure 6 (c)). This input technique can be further exploited when
combined with the environmental context.

Figure 7: Object recognition is possible by using the fact that
the object in the hand is aligned with the index finger in the
image when pointed at.
has been performed in previous studies [8, 9, 37, 46]. With our
prototype, we can recognize what the index finger is pointing at, as
we discussed in Section 5.3. For example, users can hold and indicate an object to be recognized, an interaction which was recently
introduced to leverage proprioception by Lee et al., [30]. When the
hand without the device holds an object and the other index finger
points to it, the fingertip and the object appear to line up in the
image, as shown in Figure 7. While we currently implement this
demonstration with a color-based classification method (Figure 6
(d)), generic object recognition could be enabled with computer
vision techniques developed for equirecutangular images [15].
Also, continuous input can be used in conjunction with environmental context to enable useful interactions. For example, we can
adjust the brightness of a light bulb by pointing to it (or a marker
attached to it) and stroking the forearm. We can also zoom in and
out of the screen during presentation.

6.3
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6.2

Interaction with the Environment

Apart from location and posture, the hand-worn spherical camera
can also capture the environment. Seeing the environment through
cameras on body-mounted devices using computer vision methods

Human Behavior Analysis

The information on where on the entire body users are implicitly
touching can be useful for performing emerging human behavior
analysis. Arakawa and Yakura showed that it is possible to infer
one’s internal states by analyzing their behavior during communication [3]. Our proposed system could realize such a system outside
of a laboratory or controlled environment by capturing a user’s
implicit behavior centered on their hands. Such information can
also help prevent users from taking inappropriate actions with
their hands. For example, the system can alert the users when they
unconsciously try to touch their faces with their unwashed hands.

LIMITATION

We have shown that a hand-worn spherical camera can sense a
variety of context related to hands around the body surface along
with a broad range of use cases. However, some limitations exist in
our prototype which come as a trade-off for using a camera.
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7.1

Privacy

First, the privacy of users can be an issue when considering practical applications. Capturing user behavior using sensors such as
cameras naturally raises concerns about privacy [1, 31]. However,
we argue that, given the widespread use of camera sensors in headmounted displays (e.g., Oculus Quest) and emerging research studies, as we discussed in Section 2.2, applications and devices that
use cameras as sensors will be accepted more readily in the future. Having said that, we need to consider implementing an edgecomputing device so that the data will not be sent to a remote
server. We can also adopt design strategies such as using LEDs
for informing bystanders that the camera is recording to mitigate
the issue of unaware monitoring, as suggested by Bipat et al. [5].
Another approach to resolve this issue would be using a sufficiently
low resolution camera to classify the hand location and posture
while preserving privacy, as was proposed by Ryoo et al. [44].

7.2

Power Consumption

Another practical limitation of the current prototype is that the
camera is wired. The power consumption and communication bandwidth are huge practical problems in realizing this type of device
in commercial systems. Regarding this, the sensor we used was
Insta360 Air, which is a commercial action camera with high resolution. However, as our model’s input is relatively small (i.e., 224×224
pixels), power and size savings are possible by using a smaller, lower
resolution camera. Furthermore, because our approach can recognize the hand location and posture by processing one image, the
camera does not need to be turned on and be recording all the time.
It only needs to take a photo at certain times, such as when the
hand is tapped on the body. This could be detected by embedding a
proximity sensor on the palm side of the strap, as we mentioned
in Section 6.1. This could further reduce the power required to run
the proposed system.

7.3

Lighting Condition

As with many systems that rely on vision, the performance of the
proposed system can deteriorate in low-light environments. While
some recent CMOS cameras can take photos in low light situations,
the photos often contain noise that can affect the model inference.
As a result, it may require a significant amount of effort to make our
proposed prototype work properly outdoors at night. One approach
to resolving this issue is to make use of an infrared camera instead
of an RGB one. To investigate how well our recognition approaches
might work using an infrared camera, we tried classifying the
images after converting them into gray-scale images using the same
model structure. The overall accuracy was 79.3 % for the location
recognition and 86.3 % for the posture recognition. Although this
suggests that using infrared images may be a possible solution to
operating in low-light conditions, further investigation with an
actual infrared camera is required. Future application scenarios
should be designed by taking this issue into account.

7.4

Form Factor

Although we have confirmed that the proposed device does not
interfere with the hand and finger movements, as we mentioned in
Section 4.1.3, attaching the camera onto the back of the hand raises
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an issue regarding its form factor. As an alternative, we have tried
attaching the camera to the wrist, but this resulted in us not being
able to capture the movement of the index finger. Still, we believe the
hand location recognition and hand posture recognition (without
the index finger) would be possible, supporting the development of
a watch-shaped device that incorporates these functions. Moreover,
as we mentioned in Section 7.2, an improvement in the size could
be enabled by using a lower resolution camera.
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Throughout the paper, we have shown a novel prototype consisting
of a hand-worn spherical camera to sense multiple pieces of contextual information around the hands for achieving body-centered
spatial interactions. Future work will evaluate the usability of the
listed interactions through a user study. In particular, storing information in a hierarchical manner using a location-dependent hand
posture (Figure 6 (b)) is a novel interaction that the proposed system
achieves. While a similar idea was proposed by Bossavit et al., they
proposed accessing hierarchically organized items through repeated
use of hand location recognition interactions [6]. In comparison,
our proposed interaction will enable access to hierarchically organized items with a single combined interaction. Investigation
into approach is expected to bring new insight into the use of body
space, i.e., how we store and access information within our body.
Future work will also explore alternative neural network models
for use in inferring hand locations and postures. We used ResNet-50
in this work based on its relatively high inference speed and ease of
training, i.e., its fast convergence. However, alternatives with similar
properties, such as Mobilenets [22], do exist. A comparison between
these models will be carried out in the future and is expected to
result in faster, more accurate location and posture recognition.
Moreover, the ability to identify the sensor location on the body
surface is expected to contribute to more on-body interactions than
just hand-based ones. For example, owing to the growing number
of wearable devices, there is a demand for allowing tools to be
aware of their on-body position. For example, such information
could help to develop medical monitoring systems [55], improving
the quality of activity recognition [53], and automate calibration
processes [43].
Finally, considering the many possible applications of the concept embodied in the prototype system, it would be desirable to
create and publicize datasets of images taken from spherical cameras worn on the body in various situations. In particular, since a
relatively small number of participants were involved in our study,
it is preferable that the generalizability of the proposed approach
will be examined more rigorously by collecting data from a large
number of subjects covering a wide range of ethnic groups, ages,
clothes, and body shapes. Such dataset is expected to contribute to
the development of a robust recognition model using a spherical
camera.
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